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ABSTRACT 

It is shown that the reachability and the observability indices of appropriately 

defined pairs of matrices provide the key for solving the minimal rational (bitangen- 

tial) interpolation problem. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A general version of the rational interpolation problem is the following. 

Let k denote an arbitrary but fixed field, usually taken to be the field of 
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complex numbers (k = C>. The following quantities, assumed to have finite 
entries, are given: 

xi E k, y E krixp, yj E k’ix’“, iEiJ, (1.1) 

satisfying the constraints 

xi # xj, i# j, and rankVi = ri < p. (1.2) 

The former constraint is the so-called distinct-point constraint. The more 
general multiple-point interpolation problem involves information about 
derivatives. The distinct-point constraint will be disposed of later on. The 
latter constraint can be made without loss of generality; if initially it is not 
satisfied and the problem is solvable, the interpolation data can always be 
rearranged so that it is. 

The problem consists in finding all p X m rational matrices Y(r), called 
interpolants, such that 

yr(q) =yi, _ i E N. (I.31 

In particular, we are seeking to classify all solutions Y(r) according to their 
complexity, which is defined as the McMillan degree, and is denoted by 
6(Y). More precisely, we are seeking to answer the following two questions: 

(a) Find the admissible degrees of complexity of the solutions to the 
above interpolation problem, i.e., find those positive integers n for which 
there exists an interpolant Y(x) with S(Y) = n. 

(b) Parametrize all solutions which have a given admissible degree of 
complexity n. 

Clearly, the solutions of minimal complexity are of special interest in this 
context. The interpolation problem (l.l)-(1.3) is sometimes referred to as the 
left tangential or lef directional interpolation problem. 

The right tangential or right directional interpolation problem can be 
defined similarly. The following quantities, again assumed to have finite 
entries, are given: 

fi E k, q E k’nx+i, fi E kPX’,, iEiJ, (1.4) 

satisfying the constraints 

xli z fj, i# j, and rankVi = TAi <m. (1.5) 
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As before, the former is the distinct-point constraint, while the latter con- 
straint can be made without loss of generality. 

The problem consists in finding all p X m rational matrices Y(x) such 
that 

Y(a,)q=9i, _. iEA (1.6) 

Again our goal is to answer questions (a) and (b) posed above. 
Whenever conditions of the type (1.3) and (1.6) are to be satisfied 

simultaneously, we have the so-called bitangential or bidirectional interpola- 

tion problem. In such a case, if 

xi = xl; for some i6._N and DEB, (1.7) 

it is readily seen that the following compatibility constraints must be satisfied 
for the interpolation problem to have a solution: 

Yjfi = v&. 

In this case it is natural to impose the additional constraint 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

where Y’(xi) denotes the derivative of Y(x) with respect to x evaluated at 
x = xi and Rii are constant matrices of size ri X ri. 

The (bi)tangential interpolation problem has been studied in the litera- 
ture mostly under the assumption ri = 1 and the additional constraint that 
the norm of Y(r), say, inside the unit circle, must be less than a given 
positive number M [see Fedcina (1975a, I975b)]. Very recently, Ball, 
Gohberg, and Rodman (1990a, 199Oc) obtained a linear fractional 
parametrization of the family of interpolants of the general bitangential 
interpolation problem, without however addressing questions (a) and (b). 
Applications of tangential or directional interpolation to the H”-optimization 
problem can be found in Kimura (1987) as well as Limebeer and Anderson 
(1988). 

The purpose of this paper is to study the problem (l.l)-(1.9) in general, 
i.e. without the norm constraint mentioned previously. In particular we want 
to answer the two questions (a) and (b) formulated above, namely, determine 
all admissible degrees of complexity, and parametrize all solutions for each 
admissible degree. The idea of the solution presented in this paper was first 
given in Antoulas and Willems (1990). A different approach for constructing 
solutions to the matrix interpolation problem can be found in Anderson and 
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Antoulas (1990). Therein, interpolants of a given admissible degree are 
constructed in state-space form from a Ioewner matrix, in much the same 
way that solutions to the realization problem are constructed from the 
Hankel matrix. 

For clarity of exposition, the solution will be displayed in several steps. 
The next three sections will deal with the left tangential interpolation 
problem defined by (l.l)-(1.3). More precisely, in Section 2 the solution of 
the scalar version of the problem will be given, i.e. 

ri=p=m=l, iE_N; (1.10) 

in this case, we can assume without loss of generality that Vi = 1, i E _N. In 
Section 3 the solution of the matrix interpolation problem will be presented, 
i.e. 

ri = p, iE_N; (1.11) 

again, without loss of generality [because of the second constraint (I.2)] we 
can assume that y = I,. In Section 4 the solution of (I.&(1.3) will be 
discussed. In these sections some special cases of results in Ball, Gohberg, 
and Rodman (1990a) are derived in a more elementary way. 

The next three sections deal with the solution of the full bitangential 
multiple-point problem. Actually, a more general formulation, the so-called 
residue interpolation problem, is studied. This problem was originally intro- 
duced by Nudelman (1977) for the one-sided case; it is capable of handling 
both distinct- and multiple-point constraints. These sections rely on the full 
generality of results given in Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman (199Oa) as well as 
Gohberg, Kaashoek, and Ran (1988, 1990). The last section is devoted to 
examples displaying the main features of the theory. 

This introduction is concluded by sketching the structure of the solution 
of the problem (l.l)-(1.9) for the distinct-point case. From the data (1.1) the 
following matrices are defined: 

FL := 

G := 

XNG N 

\ 

E krX(P+m) 

\ 

E krx’, 

I 

(1.12) 
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where r:=rl+ a.0 +r,. The main result of the (left) tangential interpola- 

tion problem (cf. Theorem 2.11, Corollary 2.13; Theorem 3.9, Corollary 3.11; 
Section 4) states that the reachability indices of the above-defined pair of 
matrices ( Fl,G), determine the possible admissible degrees of complexity. 
Moreover, the corresponding linear dependences of the columns of the 
associated reachability matrix, expressed compactly in terms of a right 
polynomial coprime factorization of (XI - FL)-‘G, provide the answer to 
question (b) posed above. (See Sections 2, 3, 4; notice that in these three 
sections, for simplicity of notation, the subscript 5 is dropped from F.) 

In a similar way, in order to treat the full bitangential problem (l.lH1.9) 
we need to define, using (1.41, the additional pair of matrices 

‘x^,l, \ 
t 

XI& 
F, := 

2 

E kixi, (1.13) 

where r^ := 6, + * . . + PG. Furthermore, using the matrices Rii given in 
(1.9), we define the following block Loewner matrix: 

L E krXi, where 
if xi#2t, 

(1.14) 

if xi=?;. 

For the solution of the full bitangential problem we need to define two 
spaces and two projections. Let Xi, X, p,, pr denote respectively a comple- 

ment of ker L in ki, a complement of im L in k’, a projection along X onto 
ker L, and a projection along im L onto X. The role played by the pair 
(FL, G) and its reachability indices in the solution of the left tangential 
interpolation problem is now played by the two pairs 

(1.15) 

as well as their observability and reachability indices respectively, in address- 
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ing questions (a> and (b) for the bitangential problem (cf. Theorems 6.1, 6.6, 
Corollary 6.7). 

It is interesting to notice at this stage that since the (partial) realization 
problem of linear system theory can be interpreted as a multiple-point 
interpolation problem, the present approach to interpolation theory yields a 
novel approach to (partial) realization theory [see e.g. Kalman (1979), 
Antoulas (1986)]. This aspect of the theory will be discussed in detail 
elsewhere. 

2. THE SCALAR CASE 

The scalar version of the interpolation problem defined in the introduc- 
tion is the following. Given the (finite) scalars 

xi>yi E k, (2.1) 

find all rational functions 

4x> 
Y(X) =d(r), gcd(n,d) = 1, (2.2) 

such that 

Y(‘i> = Yi7 i E N. _ (2.3) 

In particular we want to answer questions (a) and (b) stated in the introduc- 
tion, i.e., that of determining the admissible degrees of complexity and that of 
parametrizing all solutions with a given admissible degree of complexity. In 
the scalar case the McMillan degree of y(x) is defined as 

6( y ) := max[ deg n , deg d) 

This problem was first solved in Antoulas and Anderson (1986). The main 
tool used in that paper is the so-called Loewner matrix constructed from the 
data (2.1). The solution can be summarized as follows. To fix the notation, 
suppose that N = 2r. Let the rank of the r X r Loewner matrix 

L .= Yrii - Yj 4 1 E krx’, 
x r+i -xj 

‘.JEZ 

(2.4) 
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be 4. The admissible degrees of complexity are either 

q,N-q,N-9+1,... or N-q,N-q+l,..., (2Sa) 

which means that the complexity of minimal solutions is either 

9 or N-9. (2.5b) 

In order to determine which one of these two cases actually occurs, we need 
to check the nonsingularity of certain submatrices of L; for details, the reader 
is referred to Antoulas and Anderson (1986, Main Theorem 2.25). For the 
parametrization of the solutions with 6(y) = n, we have to set up any 
Ioewner matrix 

L 

n 
E k(N--n-l)X(n+l) 

and compute all vectors c,, such that 

L,c, = 0. 

For details on the parametrization, see Antoulas and Anderson (1986, Theo- 
rem 2.26); see also Anderson and Antoulas (1990). 

In the remainder of this section we will show that the abovementioned 
results can be recovered using a different approach first given in Antoulas 
and Willems (1990). As mentioned in the introduction, the new approach 
consists in defining a pair (F[, G) whose reachability indices determine the 
admissible degrees, while a right coprime polynomial factorization of (XI - 
FL)- ‘G determines a parametrization of the corresponding solutions. As 
shown in subsequent sections, the advantage of this new approach is that it 
can be readily generalized to various matrix interpolation problems. 

Combining (1.12) and (IlO), the ( Fs, G) pair just mentioned is 

Xl 

F< := 

i ...: 

‘1 - Yl 

x2 
E kNxN, 

1 
G := , -.” E kNx2. (2.6) 

XN i -&q, 

In order to simplify the notation, throughout Sections 2, 3, 4, the subscript 5 
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will be dropped from F; it will be used again in Sections 5, 6, 7, to 
distinguish the matrix F associated to left and right interpolating conditions. 

Because the xi’s are distinct, the pair of matrices defined above is always 
reachable. There exist polynomial matrices 

W(x) E kNx2[x], O(x) E k2x2[r], det O(r) # 0, (2.7a) 

which satisfy the following relationship: 

(xi,- F)W(x) =GO(x), gcrd( W, 0) = I,, (2.7b) 

where the abbreviation gcrd stands for greatest common right divisor and I, 
is used to denote the k X k identity matrix. We will assume without loss of 
generality that 

column reduced, (2.8a) 

with column indices 

From well-known properties of polynomial factorizations [see e.g. Kailath 
(1980), Antoulas (1981>] several facts can be derived. Firstly, the indices K~ 

and ~2 are the reachability indices of the pair (F,G) defined by (2.6). 
Secondly, by the definition of F, the polynomial matrix xl, - F has only one 
nonunity invariant factor, which is equal to 

4x) := i&lp -xi). (2.9) 
- 

This implies 

PROPOSITION 2.10. 

(a> The invariantfactors of O(r) are 1,&x). 

(b) Zf the two elements of one of the columns of O(x) have a common 
factor, it has to be of the form x - xi, where the xi are given in (2.1). 
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(c) The elements of the first column 8,,,8,, and the elements of the 

second column 8,,, 8,s of 0 cannot have the same common factor. 

We are now ready to give the solution to the scalar interpolation problem 

with the data (2.1) packaged in the form of the pair (F,G). 

THEOREM 2.11. With the notation introduced above, the rational function 

y(x) is an interpolating function if, and only if, there exist polynomials 

p(x),q(x) such that 

p(x)O,,(x) + 4(x)4,(x) 

Y(‘)=p(“)e,,(x)+q(r)e~~(r) ’ 
(2.12a) 

and 

P(xi)e2,(Xi) + Y(Xi)e22(Xi) +Ot iE_N. (2.12b) 

Zf the polynomials e,,(x),tZ,,(x) are coprime, and K, < K~, there is a 

unique interpolating function y “li”( x) of minimal complexity: 

6(y”lin) = K,. (2.12c) 

Otherwise, if either B,,(x), 8,,(x) are not coprime or K, = K~, there is a 

family of interpolating functions of minimal complexity which can be 

parametrized as follows: 

ymin( x) = 
e,,b) + dew) 
e,,b) + pw,,(x) ’ 

a( ynlin) = K2 = N - K,, (2.12d) 

where the polynomial p(x) satisfies 

deg p = K~ - K~, e,,( xi) + p( xJe,,( xi) f 0, i E _N. (2.12e) 

COROLLARY 2.13. The minimal admissible degrees of complexity are 

either K~ or K~. Any degree above K~ is also admissible. 

REMARK 2.14. The scalar rational interpolation problem presents an 
interesting dichotomy. As mentioned earlier, the complexity of minimal 
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solutions to (2.1)-(2.3) can only be 

q or N-q. (2.5b) 

This dichotomy is obtained in the approach introduced above in terms of 
the reachability indices K~, K~ of (F,G), which are also the column indices of 
the column reduced O(X). Precisely, due to the reachability of (F,G), 

K, + K2 = N, 

which because of Theorem 2.11 implies the dichotomy. Moreover, it follows 
from the above considerations that the rank of the Loewner matrix L 
introduced above and the smallest reachability index of (F, G) coincide: 

q = rank L = K 1’ 

This latter relationship will be generalized in the next section [see Remark 
3.16(b)]. 

Proof. The ith row of Equation (2.7b) evaluated at x = xi yields 

(1 _ y,) ‘II e12(xi) 

t ( B,,(q) B,,(Xi) = O. I (2.15) 

Substituting the resulting equations in (2.12a) and using (2.12b), we obtain 
(2.3). 

Conversely, let y(x) = n(x)/d(x) b e an interpolating function. Then 

yid(xi) =n(ri)> d(ri) #O, i E N. _ 

Consider the two polynomials 

Because of (2.15) each one has at least N roots, namely, at x = xi, i E _N. 
This fact implies the existence of polynomials p(x), q(x) such that 
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where r(x) is given by (2.9). Since a(x)= det O(X), solving the above 

equations for n(x), d(x), we obtain 

n(x) = P(X)h(X) + 9(x)%,(x), 

This shows that every interpolating function can be written as in (2.12a). 
Moreover the restrictions &xi) # 0, i E _N, imply the restrictions (2.12b). 

If e,,(x),e,,(x) are coprime, (2.12b) can be fulfilled with p(x) = 1, 
q(x) = 0. Hence t9,, /(IS1 is in this case an interpolating function. Similarly 
for the function given in (2.12d). Minimality is a consequence of the 
uniqueness of the column indices and of the predictable degree property of 
column reduced polynomial matrices [see e.g. Kailath (1980, pp. 387-388)]. 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.11. n 

REMARK 2.16. According to Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman (1988, 19891, 
the polynomial matrix O(X) satisfying the conditions (2.7b) can be inter- 
preted in a different way. From the first condition (2.7b) it follows that 

(XI, - F)-‘GO(x) = W(r) 

is a polynomial matrix. This means that the zeros of O(r) cancel out with 
the poles of (XI, - F)-‘G. From the second condition (2.7b) it follows 
furthermore that, given O(X), the size of F is maxima1 among all reachable 
pairs (F, G) satisfying the above pole cancellation condition. In the terminol- 
ogy of the abovementioned papers, (F, G) is referred to as a left null pair for 
O(r). This is the starting point of the parametrization of all rational solutions 
described therein. What is shown in the present paper is that the reachability 
indices of (F, G) and the column reduced O(X) enable one to determine all 
admissible degrees of complexity and parametrize all solutions having a 
particular admissible degree of complexity. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to the derivation of an explicit 
expression for a column reduced O(X) [cf. (2.8a)] using the Euclidean 

algorithm. One expression for a non-column-proper O(x), denoted by B(x), 
and satisfying (2.7b), is 

(2.17a) 
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where r(r) is defined by (2.9) and 

(2.17b) 

is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial for the data (2.1). To show that 
G(x) satisfies (2.7a, b) we notice that 

W(x):=(xZ-F)-‘GO(x) 

is a polynomial matrix. Moreover, since XI - F and e(x) have the same 
nonunity invariant factor, namely r(x), we conclude that @x>, G(x) are 
right coprime. 

Obviously, the polynomial matrix G(X) defined above is not column 
reduced. By means of the Euclidean algorithm, explicit expressions for both 
the column reduced O(r) and the unimodular matrix V(r) such that O(x) = 
@x>V(x> will be obtained. 

With a, := T and a, := A (the dependence on x is dropped for simplic- 

ity), we define the sequence of polynomials 

ai,bi,Cj, i=O,l ,...,n+l, 

as follows: 

ai = 4i+iai+l + ai+2, 
i=O,l,..., n-l, a,+,=O, 

degai>degai+,, i=O,l,..., 12, 

We shall denote the degree of the polynomials 9i by pi := deg 9i. The above 
polynomials satisfy the equations [see e.g. Antoulas (1988)] 

a,b, + alci = ai, 

bici+l - bi+lCi = (-l)l, i=O,l n. ,..., 
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Consequently, it can be readily checked that 

G(x)V(x) =0(x), 

523 

(2.18a) 

with V(x) unimodular, where 

V(x) = 
hi-l(r) 

ci-l(x) 

(2.18b) 

Since with increasing i, deg a, decreases while deg ci increases, if we choose 
the subscript i so that 

the polynomial matrix O(x) will be column reduced with column indices 

Thus by means of the Euclidean algorithm applied to the polynomials r(r) 
and A(X), an expression for a column reduced polynomial matrix O(x) is 
explicitly given in (2.18a, b). 

3. THE MATRIX CASE 

The matrix version of the interpolation problem (l.l)-(1.3) is as follows. 
Given the quantities, with finite entries, 

xi E k, yi E kpx”‘, (3.1) 

with ri # xj, i # j, find all rational p X m matrices Y(r) such that 

Y(q) = Yi, i E N. - (3.2) 

As in the scalar interpolation problem, we are interested in answering 
questions (a) and (b) stated in the introduction, i.e. the question of admissi- 
ble degrees b(Y), and that of parametrization of all corresponding solutions. 
As it turns out, the answer to the first question can be expressed in terms of 
the reachability indices of an appropriately defined pair (F,G), while the 
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answer to the second question in terms of a right coprime polynomial 
factorization of (xl - F)-‘G. 

In an analogous fashion to (2.6) [cf. also (1.12)], we define 

F := 

1 
G:= .” - x2 . 

. .! E kpNW’+m) (3.3a) 

,L - y, 

where I, denotes the p X p identity matrix. Clearly, just as in the scalar case, 
the pair (F,G) is reachable. We will denote the reachability indices by 

Ki, iEp+m, Ki<Kj, i< j. (3.3b) 

The reachability of (F,G) implies 

c K~=PN. 

is tn+p 

(3.3c) 

F, defined above, has p invariant factors equal to 

r(x) = (vN(r - ‘i)T (2.9) 

and p(N - 1) unity invariant factors. Thus, from Rosenbrock’s control-struc- 
ture theorem [see e.g. Kailath (1980, Section 7.2.2, p. 513)] the reachability 
indices of the pair (F, G) satisfy the inequalities 

Q<N, iEp+m. (3.3d) 
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AS in (2.7a, b), there exist polynomial matrices 

w(x) Ek phQ%+tn)[ *I, O(r) ek (p+‘n)X(p+tn)[~], detO(x) #O, 

(3.4a) 

satisfying 

( xzpiv - F)W(x) = G@(x), gcrd( W, 0) = I, + ,n. (3.4b) 

Since the pair F, G is reachable and W, 0 are right coprime, it follows that 
[cf. Kailath (1980, p. 441)] 

detO(x)=det(xZ,,- F)=T(x). (3.4c) 

The following partition of 0 will be used in the sequel: 

O(x) = ( @11(x) @l,(X) 
@,1(x) @,2(x) 1 (3.4d) 

where 

qj(x) Ek@+[x] with i,j=I,2 and k,=p, k,=m. 

From the above formula the first main result is readily obtained. It corre- 
sponds to the first part of Theorem 2.11. 

THEOREM 3.5 (A parametrization of all solutions). With the notation 

introduced above, the p x m rational matrix Y(x) is an interpolant aI, and 

only if, there exist polynomial matrices P(x), Q(x) of appropriate size such 

that 

Y(X) = [%(xUW + @,,b>QW] [@,,(+W + @,,(+2(4-‘, 
(3.6a) 

where 

det[@si(ri)P(xi) + @,,(xi)Q(xi)] +O, ieN _. (3.6b) 
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Proof. The proof that any rational matrix defined by the formulae 
(3.6a, b) is an interpolant is formally the same as the one for the scalar case. 
We thus refer to the arguments given in connection with (2.15), which can 
be repeated mutatis mutandis for the matrix case. 

To prove the converse, we proceed as follows. There exists a polynomial 
unimodular matrix V such that 

G(x) :=O(x)V(x), where 8,,( IX) = 0, 

that is, B is block upper triangular [G is assumed partitioned as in (3.4d)]. 
Thus, in (3.4b) as well as (3.6a, b), G can be substituted for 0. 

From the matrix analogue of (2.15), we conclude that @,, = rA, where A 
is a p X p polynomial matrix and 7 is the scalar polynomial defined by (2.9). 
The fact that the determinant of 0 is equal to r [cf. (3.4c)], implies that both 
A and 0,s are unimodular and hence can be taken as identity matrices of 
appropriate size. Finally, again because of the matrix version of (2.151, 
8,s = A(r), i.e. the matrix version of the Lagrange interpolating polynomial 
for the data (3.1); it is given by the formula (2.17b) with yi replaced by Yi:.. 
Putting all these facts together, we conclude that, without loss of generality, 
0 in (3.4b) and in (3.6a, b) can be taken to have the form 

+9zp A(x) is(x)= o I z . 
tn I 

The following notation will be used in the sequel: 

(3.7) 

(3.3) 

Let Y = ND-’ be a fixed interpolant. By explicitly computing the inverse of 
e given above, it readily follows that e-l(N’ D’), is a polynomial matrix, 
which we define to be (P’ Q’)‘. The details are straightforward and are thus 
omitted. n 

In order to bring the complexity (McMillan degree) of interpolants into 
the picture we need the following 

AUXILIARY LEMMA. The McMillan degree of any rational function ex- 

pressed as a right coprime polynomial matrix fraction N(x) D- l(x) is equal to 
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the sum of the column indices of the column reduced polynomial matrix 

(N’(x) D’(x))‘. 

Notice that in connection with a nonsquare, full-column-rank polynomial 
matrix, column reduced means that the highest column coefficient matrix 
must be a full-column-rank constant matrix. Furthermore, in this section, a 
prime is used to denote the transpose of a matrix. For a generalization of this 
lemma to the case where N and D are not necessarily polynomial, see 
Theorem 6.2. 

Proof of the auxiliary lemma. The result is trivial in case Z(X) := 

N(x)D-‘( ). p p x IS ro er rational. If Z(x) is not proper, there are various ways 
of proving it. Below we present one due to J. M. Schumacher. 

A state-space descriptor-form realization 

Ei(t)=k(t)+Bu(t), y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t), 

of Z is minimal (i.e. reachable and observable at finite as well as infinite 
frequencies) iff 

rank E = c {column indices of ( N’ D’ )‘} 

This result is proved in Kuijper and Schumacher (1990). Furthermore, 
according to Verghese, Levy, and Kailath (19811, under the above minimality 
assumption, the McMillan degree of 2 is equal to the rank of E. n 

In view of the auxiliary lemma we will assume, without loss of generality, 
that 

O(X) is column reduced with column indices K~, i E p + m . (3.9a) 

For a definition and properties see Kailath (1980). 
Various remarks are in order. The first one is concerned with the 

construction of such a matrix. As shown in Antoulas (19811, a column 
reduced O(x) can be written down by inspection, once certain linear 
dependences of the columns of the reachability matrix of (F, G) have been 
computed (cf. also the examples at the end of the paper). The second fact 
about column reduced polynomial matrices is that their column degrees are 
unique, despite the fact that the column reduced matrix itself is not. The 
third important property is the predictable-degree property of column re- 
duced polynomial matrices [see Kailath (1980, p. 387)]. It says that the 
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degree of Or, where 0 is as in (3.9a) and r :=(ri *. . rp+J is some 
polynomial vector, is 

deg Or = i =rrpfrn { deg ri + Ki]. (3.9b) 

As we shall show in the proof of Theorem 3.13, this implies 

deg[OR]i > Ki, iEp+m, (3.9c) 

that is, the degree of the ith column of OR is at least equal to the degree of 
the ith column of 0, for all polynomial matrices R with R, f 0. 

Because of the reachability of (F, G) and of the right coprimeness of 
W(x),@(x), the nonunity invariant factors of XI,, - F and O(x) coincide. 
More precisely, O(X) has m unity invariant factors and p invariant factors 
equal to a(x). As a consequence of this fact, at most p columns of O(X) can 
have a common factor, which will be of the form x - xi. Thus, if the first m 

columns of 0 have unity invariant factors, then because of the ordering 
(3.3b), the uniqueness of the reachability indices, and (3.9c), a minimal-com- 
plexity solution is obtained from (3.8) by choosing P = I,,, and Q = 0. In 
general however, this will not be the case. The following crucial result shows 
how m columns can be constructed from the p + m columns of 0, with 
unity invariant factors, under the constraint that the sum of their column 
degrees must be minimal. 

LEMMA 3.10. 

(i) There exists a constant matrix AI, of size (p + m)X m, such that the 

polynomial matrix 

6,(+=(6,(x) ..* 8,(X)):=~(x)AIEk(P+,,I)X,ra[X] 

has unity invariant factors. 

(ii) Furthermore, AI can always be chosen in upper echelon form, so that 

G,,(x) is column reduced with 

deg8;.(x) = ~~~~ _iEz, 
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and in addition 

C ~~~ is minimal. 
.isrn 

REMARK. Since O(x) has exactly m unity invariant factors, the matrix 
6,(r) is composed exactly of m columns. In contrast, for the (left) tangential 
interpolation problem discussed in Section 4, O,(x) may contain more than 
m columns. 

Proof. (i): The first part of the lemma is based on the following auxiliary 
result (stated without proof). Given subspaces Xi c k”+“‘, i E _N, of dimen- 
sion p, there exist infinitely many subspaces 2 c kpf”‘, of dimension m, 

such that 

2 rl xi = 0, iE_N. 

For our purposes, let 

Xi := kerO(xi), i E N. _ 

It follows that A, is any matrix whose columns form a basis for some 2 
satisfying the above nonintersection conditions with the Xi. 

(ii): The second part of the lemma is based on still another auxiliary 
result, stated without proof. Let the polynomial matrix L(x) satisfy 

rank L( xi) > r 

for some points x1,. . . , xk and for some positive integer r. Suppose that there 
exists a constant matrix Vj, having j columns, such that 

[ 
l,(x) ... t,(x)] := L(r)l$, j <r, 

has full column rank for all x = xi, i E &. If, in addition, 

rank[L(xi)],,,aj+l, iEk, 

where [A], i denotes the first i columns of the matrix A, then there exist 
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constants PI,. . . , p, _ I such that the polynomial column vector 

q+,(r):=L(x)(Pi ... P,-r I 0 ... 0)’ (3.11a) 

satisfies 

rank &r(r) *** 
[ c(x) tJ+,(x)]=j+l, x=xi, irk. (3.11b) 

We are now ready to construct the columns e(r) of @r(r) satisfying the 
minimality constraint. They will be constructed recursively. Assume that the 
first 1 columns of O(x), evaluated at x = xk, satisfy 

for all k E _N, 

for some k E _N. 
(3.11c) 

The first column of 6,(r) is then 

i,-1 

6,(x)‘=eil(x)+ C “kek(“)> 

k=l 

where the constants ffk E k are chosen in accordance with (3.11a, b), i.e. so 
that 6,(x,) # 0, k E _N. Due to the ordering of the column indices of O(X) 
and to the fact that O(X) is column reduced, we have 

degg,(x) =dege,,(r) =K~,. 

In general, let the first j - 1 columns of 6r(x) be chosen. To determine the 
next column Jj<x> we proceed as follows. Let 

rank[@(Xk)ll,l 

>j for l=ij, for all kE_N, 

<j for l<ij, forsome kE_N. 
(3.11d) 

The jth column of 6,(x) is 

ij - 1 

6j(x)‘=eil(~)+ c Ykek(x)> 

k=l 
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where again the constants yk E k are chosen in accordance with (Xlla,b). 

Consequently 

deggj(r) =dege,,(x) =K~, 

and 

rank[6,(xk)]l,j=j for all k E N. - 

The latter relationship implies that the invariant factors of 

are all equal to 1. Finally, by construction, among all sets of j columns of 
O(X) taken from its first ij columns such that the resulting [G,(x)],,~ has 
only uuity invariant factors, we have the desired 

.i 
C Ki, minimal 

1=1 

This completes the proof of the lemma. n 

The partitioned matrix and the positive integer below will play a central 
role in the sequel: 

‘l(x) EkPxm[X], G,,(X) E k'nxrn[x], (3.12a) 

K* := Ki, + Kip + * ’ ’ + Ki,,,_l + Ki ,I, ’ (3.12b) 

where the subscripts ij, j E m, are as defined in the proof of Lemma 3.10, 
and in particular (3.11d). The generalization of the latter part of Theorem 
2.11 to the matrix case is 

THEOREM 3.13 (Minimal interpolants). The minimal McMillan degree of 

interpolants is 

8(Ymi”) =K*. (3.14a) 
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Zf the indices ij given by (3.11d), satisfy 

ij= j, jem, and K,, < K,,,+~, (3.14b) 

there is a unique interpolant of minimal McMillan degree given by 

Ymi”(x) =41(x)0;1(r) with I~(Y”‘~“)=Ic*=K~+ ..- +K,,. 

(3.14c) 

Otherwise, if either ij > j for some j E m_ or K, = K,,+1, there is a family of 

interpolants of minimal McMillan degree parametrized by the formula (3.6a) 
for appropriate P(x), Q(r). Finally, the number offree parameters, subject to 

(3.6b), which parametrize the minimal solutions is 

C(Kij-Kl+l)> where l<ij, l#i,, k<j. (3.14d) 
_i,l 

COROLLARY 3.15. The minimal admissible degree of complexity is K* 

defined by (3.12b). If th ere is a unique minimal interpolant, the admissible 

degrees of complexity are 

where 

K*,K* *,K* * +l,K* * +2,..., 

K* * :=Kl+ -- . +K,-~+K,+~. 

Otherwise, the admissible degrees of complexity are 

K.+,K*+l,K*+2 ,.... 

REMARK 3.16 

(a) It is interesting to notice that the dichotomy discussed in the previous 
section (valid for minimal complexities of the scalar interpolation problem) 
does not apply in the matrix case. It has been replaced by a polytomy. We 
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shall illustrate this by means of two examples. If m = 2, p = 1, the pair 
(F, G) has three reachability indices 

K1 < K2 <Kg. 5 Ki = N. 
i=l 

From our theory follows that the possible minimal degrees of complexity are 

Kl := q or K2=N-q-K3 or K3=N-q-K2. 

Comparing this with (2Sb), we conclude that the difference between the 
various possible minimal complexities is smaller than in the scalar case. 
Next, consider the case m = p = 2. The pair (F,G) has four reachability 
indices 

K1<Ke<Kg<Kz,, t Ki = 2N. 
i=l 

There are six possible minimal degrees of complexity, namely 

K,+K2:=q Or K1+Kg=2N-q-K4 

Or K1+K4=2N-q-K3+K1 Or K2+Kg=2N-q-K4+K2 

or ~~ i- K~ = 2N - q - K~ + K~ or Kg+K4=2N-q. 

(b) In the above example we have singled out q for the following reason. 
To fix the notation let N = 2r. It can be shown that, as in the scalar case, the 
rank of any block square Loewner matrix 

constructed from the data (3.1) has rank equal to the sum of the m smallest 
reachability indices, i.e. 

q := rank L = c K~. 

iEm 
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Details on this will appear elsewhere. For other work on the treatment of the 
matrix interpolation problem by means of the Loewner matrix see Anderson 
and Antoulas (1990). 

(c) From Corollary 3.15 follows that there can be at most one gap in the 
set of admissible degrees. Such a gap can occur only between the minimal 
and the next-to-minimal degrees, whenever ij = j, j E m, and K,,+ 1 > K,, + 1. 
Note that this can happen only when the minimal interpolant is unique. 

(d) In analogy with (2.17a1, one expression for a non-column-proper 
O(X) can be given explicitly by (3.7). From this expression it immediately 
follows that (0 Z,)@(x), i.e. the polynomial matrix composed of the last m 

rows of O(X), has unity invariant factors. The implication of this fact is that 
O,(r) is nonsingular [cf. also (3.17)]. 

(e) It is well known that the interpolation problem can be interpreted as 
a modeling problem involving exponential time series. In a series of papers 
Willems (1986a,b; 1987; 1989) introduced, together with a general frame- 
work for deterministic modeling, the concept of the most powe$iZ unfuZsi$ed 
model, abbreviated MPUM, for a given time series. It turns out that the 
matrix O(x) which we have introduced in the preceding two sections is 
precisely the MPUM for the corresponding modeling problem. This line of 
investigation will be pursued in detail elsewhere. 

Proof of Theorem 3.13. First, we need to show that if P,Q are right 
coprime, then (3.6a) is a coprime polynomial matrix fraction, provided that 
(3.6b) holds. Since P, Q are right coprime and the determinant of 0 is equal 
to r given by (2.9), 0 h as u f 11 co umn rank for any x z xj. Consequently, the 1 

polynomial matrix (N’ D’), has full column rank for any x z xj; furthermore, 
due to (3.6b), (N’ D’>, has full column rank for r = xi, j E 114, as well. Hence 
N, D are right coprime polynomial matrices. 

Next, we will show that (3.14~) is a lower bound for the McMillan degree 
of any interpolant Y. To this end we need to prove the inequality (3.9c). In 
fact, with the notation introduced above, we will show that the degree of the 

jth column of (N’ D’)‘, denoted by pj, satisfies 

where the column degrees of (N’ D’)’ are assumed in increasing order, and 
the subscripts ij are defined in the proof of Lemma 3.10. This fact will be 
shown by contradiction. Assume that the first column which does not satisfy 
this property is the 4 th. Since 0 is column reduced with ordered column 
indices [cf. (3.9a), (3.3b)] and the column indices of (N’ D’), are also ordered, 
using the predictable-degree property of column reduced polynomial matri- 
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ces [cf. Kailath (1980, p. 387)], we conclude that the bottom p + m - i, + 1 

elements of the first 9 columns of (P’ 0’) are identically equal to zero. But 
by (3.11d), the rank of these 9 columns of (N’ D’)’ is less than 9 for some 
x = xk. This however is a contradiction to the right coprimeness of N, D; the 
validity of the desired degree inequalities is therefore established. 

Since (N’ D’)’ has been assumed column reduced, by the auxiliary 
lemma and the above result, we conclude that 

i.e., (3.14~) is a lower bound for the McMillan degree of any interpolant. 
The next step is to show that this lower bound is actually attained. From 

(3.4b) follows the existence of a polynomial matrix G’[(x) such that 

(xiN- F)W,(x) =G@(x). 

The ith block row of this equation evaluated at x = xi implies 

(‘P - ‘i) 

Since 6,(x) has full column rank for all x E k, the above relationship implies 

det6),(ri)#0, iE’_N * detO,(x)#O. (3.17) 

Thus Ymin(r) defined by (3.14b) exists and satisfies the interpolation condi- 
tions. The minimality of its McMillan degree follows by Lemma 3.10 and the 
auxiliary lemma given above. The uniqueness of the interpolant of minimal 
McMillan degree, in case (3.14b) holds, will be proved below. 

This concludes the proof of the theorem. W 

Proof of Corollary 3.15. This proof will be divided into three parts. 

Case I: ij > j for some j E m. Let J be an integer such that il > J, 
while ij = j for j < J. We define the following m polynomial vectors: 

i 

ei. I’ j+J, _iE:m, 
w(x) := 

(x-a)kei,+pei,-l, j=J; 
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the constant (Y is different from all the xi, the admissible values of the 
constant p will be determined below, ei is the ith unit vector in kp+‘*, and 
k is a nonnegative integer. Next we define the square upper triangular 

constant matrix U of size p + 171, columnwise, as follows: 

where A, is the constant matrix in upper echelon form constructed in 
Lemma 3.10. (Recall that [Alj denotes the jth column of the matrix A.) Let 

It readily follows that 

R4 
[ 1 ',(') j 

=e;.<x>, j#I, 

(3.18) 

while 
G) 

i 1 fib) , 
= (X - cu)%+) + pe,,_,(x). 

We will now show that for an appropriate choice of the constant /3, 

s(E)=K*+k, where Y(X) := iqX)ti,-l(x). 

To prove the right coprimeness of fi, I) defined by (3.18) we only need to 
look at the Jth column of (@ 6’)‘, since the remaining ones are, by Lemma 
3.10, linearly independent for all X. By assumption (cf. Lemma 3.10) there 
exists x = xi for which Bi _ (xi) becomes linearly dependent on the columns 
of 0(x i) other than the ‘Jth; in this case, since (Y + xi, the Jth column of 
(#‘(xi) &(x,)) is linearly independent of all the others, which implies that 
(P(r i) fi’(ri))) has full column rank. For all other values x = z, both ~,,;I(z) 

and J,(z) are linearly independent of the remaining columns of (N’(Z) 
I)‘(z))‘; hence the constant p z 0 is to be chosen so that the linear combina- 
tion of these two vectors remains linearly independent of the other columns, 
an objective which can always be accomplished. This proves that the con- 
stants (Y and p can always be chosen so that IP, D are right coprime. 
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There remains to show that ($’ 0’)’ is column reduced. This follows 
because, by construction, the highest column coefficient matrix of (P?‘, fi’), is 
equal to the highest column coefficient matrix of (81 GIgI’, given by (3.14~1, 
the latter having full rank by Lemma 3.10. The McMillan degree of Y is 
therefore, by the auxiliary lemma, as claimed above. Moreover, by taking 
k = 0, it follows that the minimal interpolants are not unique. 

Case ZZ: ij = j, j E m, and K, = K,,+~. The argument just given must 
be repeated with the following difference: 

i 

ej, jEm-1, 
w(x) := 

(x - ajkelll + Pe,n+li j=m. 

Again, the minimal interpolants are not unique. 
Case ZZZ: ij = j, j E 114, and K,, < K,+~. The existence of interpolants 

with McMillan degrees no less than K* * can be established using the same 
argument as in Case I above. We only need to show that there are no 

interpolants with McMillan degree greater than K * but less than K * *. First 
notice that Y min, defined by (3.14~1, is obtained from (3.18) by letting (p’ 
@‘= (I, JI>‘. To get a solution other than Ymi”, we must find polynomial 
matrices P, 0 which are right coprime and satisfy 

for any square unimodular matrix d. Since P, Q are right coprime, the above 
condition implies 

(0 Z,)(F’(x> dyx,)‘zo, 

i.e., the jth row of (PI 0’) must be nonzero for some j > m. Therefore, the 
sum of the column indices of O( P” 0’)’ is at least K * * . Consequently, the 
integers K* +l,...,~* * - 1 are not admissible, while the interpolant with 
MclMillan degree K* is unique. 

This concludes the proof of the corollary. n 
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4. THE TANGENTIAL INTERPOLATION PROBLEM 

We now turn our attention to the interpolation problem defined by 
(L&(1.3). In this case the pair (F,G) is defined as follows [cf. also (1.1211: 

"i'r 
\ 

1 

X?.G 
F := 

2 
E krx', 

(4.1) 

where Zri denotes the ri X ri identity matrix and r := rl + . * * + rN. As 

before, there exist polynomial matrices 

W(r) Ek MP+qX], O(x)Ek (p+‘n)x(p+m)[ x], det O( zr) z 0, 

(4.2a) 

such that 

(xl,- F)W(x) =GO(x), gcrd( W,O) = In+,n. (4.2b) 

The polynomial matrix O(r) is assumed to be column reduced with ordered 

column indices. 
In contrast with the previous section, xl, - F has 

F:=max(r,,iE_N}<p 

nonunity invariant factors. Consequently, O(x) has 

rii:=m+p-r’>m 

unity invariant factors. 

(4.3) 
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The next step, as in Section 3, is to construct h,,(x). TO this end, 
however, Lemma 3.10 cannot be directly applied to the matrix O(X), since 
there is no guarantee that (3.17) will b e satisfied. First notice, that the 
polynomial matrix composed of the last m rows of O(x), i.e. 

O,(x) := (0 Z,,,)@(x) E k”‘X(P+m), 

has unity invariant factors. To prove this, recall that (4.2b) evaluated at 
x = xi, i E _N, yields 

(vi-Y,)O(x,)=O, _ i E N. 

Since XI, - F and O(x) have the same invariant factors, it follows that the 
rank of @(xi) is equal to p + m - ri > m. Furthermore, because Vi has full 
row rank (equal to ri>, it follows that the polynomial matrix composed of the 
last m rows of @(xi), @#(xi), indeed has full row rank for i E _N. 

Applying Lemma 3.10 to O,(x), we obtain the upper echelon matrix A, 
and the set of indices ij. The required gl(x) is now given, as in Section 3, by 
the formula 

@(x):=@(x)A,, 

with both minimality and the nonsingularity of 6, guaranteed. Once 6,(x) 
has been constructed, we proceed exactly as in the previous section; this 
means that Theorem 3.5, Theorem 3.13 and Corollary 3.15 can be applied. 
For further details see also Section 6. 

5. TWO-SIDED RESIDUE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM 

In the rest of this paper, we consider the field k to be the complex plane 
C, and consider tangential interpolation conditions on the left and on the 
right simultaneously. The general two-sided residue interpolation problem 
(TRIP) for rational matrix functions can be stated as follows: 

(TRIP) Given matrices F[,G+,G_ of sizes ny X nc,nL X p,n, X m re- 
spectively, matrices H,, H_, F, of sizes p X n,, m X n,,,n, X n,, and an 
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ny X n, matrix L. Find a p X m rational matrix function Y(X) which has no 
poles on the subset C, of C and satisfies 

c Res,=,O(xZ- FS)-lG+Y(r) = -G_, (5.1) 
x0 E c, 

c Resl=,OY(x)H_(xZ- F,)-‘=ZZ+, (5.2) 
X,E$ 

c Res,,,O(xZ- FS)-lG+Y(x)H_(xZ- F,)-‘= L. 
%Ea:g 

(5.3) 

It is proved in Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman (1990a) that without loss of 
generality, we can assume that 

( FL, G + ) is reachable, a(F[) CC),; (5.4) 

(H_, F,) is observable, a( F,) CC,; (5.5) 

L satisfies the Sylvester equation LF, - Fc L = G + H + + G _ H _ . (5.6) 

More precisely, if (5.4)-(5.6) are not satisfied initially and solutions exist, 
then there is a new set of data with the same set of solutions for which 
(5.4)-(5.6) are satisfied. Hence, throughout this paper, when we mention 
(TRIP), we assume (5.4)-(5.6). 

We now give specific examples to illustrate the various types of interpola- 
tion conditions which can be put in the form of (5.1)-(5.3X 

EXAMPLE 1. Suppose H,, H_, F,, and L are all vacuous (i.e., n, = 0) 
and F5,G+,G_ have the form 

1, - Yl 
[G+G_] := ! t 

[ 1 •c=p~~(p+~~), 

I, - yN 
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where Y. E Cpxtn. Then (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) collapse to I 

Y(q) = Yi, iE_N. 

EXAMPLE 2. Suppose H,, H_, F,, and L are as in Example 1 and 

F[,G+,G_ have the form 

FL := 1 E crxr, 

where I,, denotes the ri X ri identity matrix, r := r1 + * * * + rN, and Vi and 
Yi are of’sizes ri X p, ri X m. Then (5.1) collapses to 

v,Y( Xi) = Yi, iE_N. 

EXAMPLE 3. Suppose F(, G,, C, and L are vacuous (i.e., ni = 0) and 

H,, H_, F,, are given by 

F, = 1 E fyxi, 

where r”:=P,+ *a* +r^~, and fi, ci are matrices of sizes p X ti, m X ii 

respectively. Then the condition (5.2) collapses to 
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EXAMPLE 4. This example combines Example 2 and Example 3. We 
assume that FS,G+,G_ are as in Example 2 and H,, H_, F, are as in 
Example 3. As noted in Example 2 and Example 3, the interpolation 
condition (5.1) amounts to 

yY( Xi) = Yi, iE_N, 

and (5.2) reduces to 

In considering the condition (5.3) we can think of two cases. 

Case I: xi # x^:, i E ij, 2^ E 8. It is known that in this case there exists a 
unique solution L of the Sylvester equation (5.6). On the other hand, it can 
be easily checked that the matrix .L which is given by (5.3) satisfies the 
Sylvester equation (5.6) if Y(X) is any solution of (5.1) and (5.2). Hence the 
condition (5.3) is automatic from the necessary condition (5.6). 

Case ZZ: xi = it for some i E _N, 2^ E 8. In this case, the (i, z^)th block of 
(5.3) is 

Rii = VY’( Xi)Vi. 

Thus the additional set of interpolation conditions generated by (5.3) is to 
specify matrices Rii for each index pair i, 2^ for which xi = 3cli and to demand 

y2q Xi)fl = Rii if xi=?:. 

Hence, the condition (5.3) collapses to 

i 

Lpz - Yivf 

(L)ii= Ift-xi 
if xi#x^;, 

if xi=x*; 

for i E_N, tE$. 
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EXAMPLE 5. 

FL:= I 
X0 0 

1 * . . . . . . 
0 1 x0 

P - Yll 

NXN EC > 

[G+G_]:= [iN _~N]~CNx(p+r”), 

543 

where x0 + yo, 0. E c”r’, yi E Clx”’ for i E_N, and uj E crjx’, W. E @ ,,I x I 

for j E _M. Then, ;he relevant interpolation conditions (5.1) and (5.2$ become 

*(x)Y(r)= y(x)+(x-xo)N.[analyticat x0], 

Y(x)w(x)=u(x)+(x- yo)M.[analyticat x0], 

where we set 

v(x)=v,+v2(x-x0)+ ... +vN(X-Xo)N-l, 
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Since x0 + ya, the matrix in (5.3) is uniquely determined by the Sylvester 
equation in (5.61, and (5.3) follows from (5.1) and (5.2). 

At first glance, the interpolation condition (5.3) may seem ad hoc. The 
following gives an equivalent form of the interpolation conditions which is 
quite natural in many applications. For the proof, we refer to Ball, Gohberg, 
and Rodman (199Oa). 

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (H+,H_, F,; F[,G+,G_; L) be a collection of 

matrices as in (TRIP) which satisfy the normalization conditions (5.4, (5.5), 

and (5.6). Then there exists a collection of rational matrix functions K, +, cp of 

sizes p X m, p X p, and m X m respectively such that 

(i) K,$,cp have no poles on C,, 

(ii) det (I, f 0, det cp f 0, and 

(iii) a rational matrix function Y(x) satisfies the (TRIP) conditions (5.1), 

(5.2), and (5.3) i;f and only if Y has the fomz 

Y=K+$Qcp (5.7) 

for a rational p X m matrix function Q which has no poles on Cg. 

Conversely, given rational matrix functions K, *, cp of respective sizes p X 

m, p X p and m X m satisfying (i) and (ii), there exist matrices 

(H,, H_, F,; F(,G+,G_; L) as in (TRIP) satisfying (5.41, (5.51, and (5.6) such 

that Y has the form (5.7) f or a rational Q which has no poles on @s if and 

only if Y is analytic on C, and satisfies the interpolation conditions (5.1), 

(5.21, and (5.3). 

The precise correspondence between the (TRIP) data set (H,, H_, F,; 

F(,G+,G_; L) and the triple of matrix functions (K, I), cp) is given in Ball, 
Gohberg, and Rodman (1990a). The form (5.7) of the interpolation conditions 
we refer to as the two-sided divisor-remainder form. 

Now, some auxiliary notions key to studying the two-sided residue 
interpolation problem will be introduced. 

In the rest of this paper, d=, denotes a subset of C. The symbol RpXr,, 
[ RJ denotes the set of all GpXt”- valued [(@“)-valued] rational matrix [vector] 
functions, and R ,,,(a=,) [R,(C,)] denotes the set of all rational matrix 
[vector] functions which are in RpX,,, [R,] and have no poles on C,. 

Let W be a regular M X M rational matrix function. An observable pair 
of matrices (H, F,) of sizes M X n,, n, X n, with a( F,) C Cs is said to be a 
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(right) C,pole pair for W if there exists an n,, X M matrix c for which 

(F,, c) is reachable and 

W(x)-H(xZ- F,)-'ti 

has no poles on C,. A reachable pair (Fc,G) of matrices of sizes nC X nC, 

nC x M with a( FL) c C, is said to be a (left) C,-nuZZ pair for W if there 

exists a M x ng matrix l? for which (8, FL) is observable and 

W-‘(x) - @,I - FS)-lG 

has no poles on Cg. An (m}-pole pair and an (4-null pair for W can be 
defined by considering W(l/x) with C, = (0). For more information on po!e 
pairs and null pairs, including detailed examples, we refer to Ball, Gohberg, 
and Rodman (I%Nb). 

We define the C,-null-pole subspace for W, denoted by Sc$W>, by 

4-p) = w-4&) 

={W(r)h(r):hER,(a),)}. 

It turns out that 4c (W) can be described explicitly in terms of a C,-pole 
pair (H, F,) for W, t C,-null pair (Fl, G) for W, and an auxiliary matrix L 
called the null-pole coupling matrix. The explicit description is given by 

c Res,=,O(xZ - Fs)plGf( x) = Lv . (5.8) 
x,Ec)g 

The null-pole coupling matrix L is uniquely determined by the matrix 
function W together with a choice of @,-pole pair (H, F,) and C,-null pair 
(Fl,G) for W and is a solution of the Sylvester equation 

LF, - F<L = GH. 

If (H, F,) is a C,-pole pair, (Fs,G) a @,-null pair, and L the associated 
null-pole coupling matrix for W, we refer to the whole collection 
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{(H, I$>,( FL, G), I,} as a C,-null-pole triple for W. In general a collection of 
matrices r = ((H, F,),(Fs,G>, L) is called a C,-admissible Sylvester data set 

if 

4pJ~(q)c~g, (5.9) 

(H, F,) is an observable pair of matrices of sizes M x n,, n, x n,, (5.10) 

(Fs,G) is areachable pair ofmatrices ofsizes nc X ni, nC X M, (5.11) 

and L satisfies the Sylvester equation 

LF, - FsL = GH. (5.12) 

Note that any @,-null-pole triple for a rational matrix function by definition 
is a C,-admissible Sylvester data set. 

A natural inverse interpolation problem is to construct a regular rational 
matrix function with a given C,-admissible Sylvester data set as its C,-null- 
pole triple. There recently have appeared a number of papers on this 
question [see Ball, Cohen, and Ran (19881, Ball and Ran (1987a,b), Gohberg 
and Kaashoek (19871, Gohberg, Kaashoek, Lerer, and Rodman (19841, 
Gohberg, Kaashoek, and Ran (1988), Gohberg, Kaashoek, and Ran (1990); a 
complete treatment will appear in Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman (199Ob)l. It 
turns out that this interpolation problem is always solvable; we give a 
refinement of this result in Theorem 6.1. 

6. THE TWO-SIDED RESIDUE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM: 
MAIN RESULTS 

In this section, we present the main theorems about the two-sided 
residue interpolation problem (TRIP); the proofs will be given in the next 
section. 

Before we state the results, let us introduce a notion of column reduced- 
ness of a rational matrix function. Assume a p X m rational matrix function 
W(X) has column rank m, and make a Laurent series expansion at LY E C: 

W(x)=ILz(x-a)-‘+ *.. +R,+R,(x-a)+ ... 

=[w,+W,(x-a)+ -p,(x) 

(6.1) 
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where 

D,(x) = diag((x - a)“), iE%, 

and 

(6.2) 

pg := the lowest degree of x - (Y occurring in the ith column of W(x) . 

We shall say that W(x) is column reduced at (Y if W, has full column rank. 

If W is column reduced at cr, then { - pa 1 pg < O} are the pole multiplicities 

and {/3,! 1 pq > 0) are the zero multiplicities in the Smith-McMillan form of 
W(z) at (Y. If (Y = ~0, we simply replace x - (Y by l/x everywhere in (6.1) 
and (6.2). In this case, 

p” := the highest degree of x occurring in the ith column of W( zc ) 

is called the i th column index of W(r). If W(x) is column reduced at 
infinity, then { - /37 1 py < 0) are the zero multiplicities and {p; ) /37 > 0) are 
the pole multiplicities of W(Z) at infinity. 

To say that a matrix polynomial is column reduced means that it is 
column reduced at infinity in the sense described above. 

Throughout this section, 

T=((~LF,),(F&),L) (6.3) 

is a @-admissible Sylvester data set of sizes M X n,, n, X n,, nl X nl, 

nl x M, ni x n,. Let X (X) be a complement of ker L (im L) in C”- CC”<), 

and let 

pa ( pC) be a projection onto ker L (X) along X (im I,). (6.4) 

The reachability indices of the pair (pc F(l,, p,G) can be defined in many 
ways. Here, we introduce them through the following incoming subspaces: 

H,:=imL (6.5) 

Hj:=imL+imG+ .** +imF{-‘G, j=l,2,.... (6.6) 
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We define the incoming indices K~ > * * . B K, by s = dim(H, /H,) and 

(6.7) 

Then K~ > * * * > K, are the reachability indices of (pCFC),, p,G). 
Similarly, the observability indices of the pair (HIkerL, p,F,I,,,) are 

defined through outgoing subspaces: 

K,:=kerL, (6.8) 

K,:=kerLnkerHn *a. nkerHFj_‘, 7r j = 1,2 )... . (6.9) 

We also define outgoing indices v, > . . * > vt by t = dim(K, / K,) and 

vj = #{Zldim( KI_, /K,) > j}, j E t. (6.10) 

Then v1 > v2 > * -. > vt are the observability indices of the pair 

(HI k~rL.PTJTJkerL). 
The following is a refinement of results of Gohberg, Kaashoek and Ran 

(1990). 

THEOREM 6.1. Let T ={(H, F,),(F(,G),L) be a given C,-admissible 
Sylvester data set. Then there exists a regular M X M rational matrix function 
O(x) fx- which 

7 is a @-null-pole triple for O(x) (6.11) 

and 

O( x ) is column reduced at infinity. (6.12) 

In this case, - vj, l<j<t, 

(the j th column index of 0) = 0, t+l<j<M-s, (6.13) 

KM-j+lp M-s+ldj<M, 

where v, > **. > vt are the nonzero observability indices of 
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(HI kerL~PaFAcerL)~ and Kl& *. . 2 K, are the nonzero reachability indices 

of (pSF,l,,p,G). 

In the rest of this section T in (6.3) has the special form 

?:= (( [~~],F,),(F~,[G+G-I)~L), (6.14) 

where the sizes of H+,H_,G+,G_ are pXn,,mXn,,ngXp,nlXm; 
(H _, F,) is observable; and ( FC, G + ) is reachable. Let 

?-:={(H_,F,),(O,O),O). (6.15) 

Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman (1990a) obtained a parametrization of the set 
of all solutions of (TRIP). The next theorem indicates how to determine the 
McMillan degree of an interpolant in terms of the corresponding parameters. 

THEOREM 6.2. Let 0 be as in Theorem 6.1 with r = + given by (6.14), 
and 7’_ be given by (6.15). Then Y E R,,,(a(F,)U o(FL)) i.s a solution of 
(TRIP) if and only if there exist polynomial matrices P(x), Q(x) of sizes 
p~m,mxmforwhich 

Y=(O,,P+O,,Q)(O,,P+O,,Q)-‘, (6.16) 

7’_ is a I+( F,) U a( FL)-null-pole triple for (O,, P + O,,Q), (6.17) 

P , Q are right coprime, (6.18) 

is column reduced at infinity. (6.19) 

Zf (6.16)-(6.19) are satisfied, then 

S(Y)=n,+ C Yi? (6.20) 
iEm 

where yi is the i th column index of 0 { . [ 1 
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Now, we turn to the problem of finding the minimal possible McMillan 
degree of a solution of (TRIP). The following lemma is the counterpart of 
Lemma 3.6. 

LEMMA 6.3. Let 0 and ?_ be as in Theorem 6.2. Then there exists a 

full-column-rank (p + m) x m upper echelon constant matrix AI with leading 

l’s occurring in rows i, < i, < . * * < i,,, such that 

o,(x):=O(x)A,=[8,fx) ... 6&)] 

satisfies the properties : 

(a) ?_ is a a(FJU a(F5)-null-pole triple for [0 IJO,( 

(b) among all choices of such AI for which (a) is satisfied, 

C wi, is minimal, 
jErn 

where wj denotes the jth column index of 0. 

We are ready to state our main theorem. 

THEOREM 6.4. Let 0 be as in Theorem 6.1 with r = 7’ given by (6.14). 

Then there exist constant matrices P,,Q, of sizes p x m,m x m for which 

ymiw := [@,,b)p, + @,,wQ,I [%b)~,,+ @,,WQ,~-~ 

is a solution of (TRIP) which has minimal possible McMillan degree. 

The McMillan degree of Y ,,lin is given by 

6(Ymi”) = n, + C wij, 
j E r_n 

where {oili E p + ,,, are the column indices of 0 and the indices i, < . . . < i ,n 

are as in Lemma 6.3. 

COROLLARY 6.5. Zf L is invertible, then 

S( Ymi") = n, = np. 
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Next, we specify all the admissible degrees of complexity. Let 

a* =q,+q,+ **. +wi . m 

551 

THEOREM 6.6. The admissible degrees of complexity are as follows: If 

ij > j for some j E 114 or if w,,, = w,,+ ,, then the admissible degrees are 

n,+o*, nT+W*+1,n,+o*+2,.... 

Ifij=jforjEmand w,<w,+~, then the admissible degrees are 

n,+W*,n,+O**,n,+w*,+l,..., 

where 

w* * :=a),+ . . . + on-1 + w,“+l. 

The following corollary parametrizes the set of all interpolants of a given 
admissible degree of complexity. 

COROLLARY 6.7. Let n be an admissible degree of complexity. Then all 

the solutions with McMillan degree n are parametrized as follows: 

Y=(O,,P+O,,Q)(O,,P+O,,Q)-‘, 

where 
[ I 

i is a (p + m)X m matrix polynomial satisfying (6.17)-(6.19) and 

where 

the sum of the column indices of 0 =n-nn,. 

More explicitly, represent the j th column of i 
[ 1 as 
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Then in addition to (6.17)~(6.191, [ ~1 should satisfy 

(6.21) 

where the degree of the zero polynomial is taken to be --cQ. 
For the case where n = S(Ymin), (6.21) collapses to 

(6.22) 

where Ii j}j E m is the same as in Lemma 6.3 and where (6.17)-(6.19) forces 
equality to hold in (6.22) for at least one k up + m. 

7. PROOFS 

By Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman (1990a), all solutions of (TRIP) are 

parameterized as follows: 

THEOREM 7.1. Let C, be a subset of C, and a( F,)U a( FL) C C,. There 
exist rational matrix functions Y E R,,, CC,> which are solutions of (TRIP). 
Moreover, if 

in any rational (p + m)~(p + m) matrix function having the set 

as a @,-null-pole triple and %f rp -’ is a regular rational m x m matrix function 
having the set 

f_={(H_,F,),(W&O) 

as a Cs-null pole triple, then Y E RpX,(C,) is a solution of (TRIP) if and only 
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if Y has the following form: There exist rational matrix functions lj E 

q+&), 0 E R m xm(Cg) fn- which the function 

(7.1) 

has no zeros or poles in Cg, such that 

Y = (WllF + w,,Q)(w&j + w&-l. 

Theorem 7.1 suggests the study of the inverse homogeneous interpolation 
problem, namely, for a given @,-null-pole triple T, find a rational matrix 
function W for which W has T as its C,-null-pole triple. Before we study this 
problem, we present the following simple lemma which will be needed in 
the sequel. 

LEMMA 7.2. Let W and cp-’ be given as in Theorem 7.1. Then 

[% %I~,+,(@,,) = ‘p-%&J. 

For the proof, see Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman (1990a). 

7.1. Homogeneous lnterpolation Problem 
The aim of this subsection is to prove Theorem 6.1. To do this, first we 

consider a rational matrix function W for which 

r is C-null-pole triple for W, (7.1.1) 

where r is given by (6.3). It is known that there exists an M X M rational 
matrix function W which satisfies (7.1.1) and has the minimal possible 
McMillan degree among all the rational matrix functions satisfying (7.1.1) 
with 

W(a) = I, (7.1.2) 

for a complex number (Y E {O} U a(F,) U a(Fg) [see Gohberg, Kaashoek, and 
Ran (1990)]. 
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Then 

cur+1 
A:=+(x):=_ 

x ’ 

kqx):=w~~(X)=W(h), 

c, :=C\{O), 

f := (( ( -H F,-nZ)-‘,(F,-(YZ)-~), 

((F< - LYZ)-‘,(F~ - a~)-‘G),L). 

Ii+) = z 

(7.1.3) 

(7.1.4) 

and 

7”is a C,-null-pole triple for @. (7.1.5) 

Denote by 9 a simple closed curve for which 

0 is outside 9 (7.1.6) 

and 

~((F,-al)-l)U~((F~-aZ)-l)U( -$) isinside 9. (7.1.7) 

Let err > **. > a, be the nonzero reachability indices of the pair 
(p&F5 - aZ)-‘~,,ps(Fl - al)-‘G), and fir 2 . * * > p, be the nonzero ob- 
servability indices of the pair (-- H(F, - (~Z)-‘lk~~~,p~(F~ - (~z)-‘lk~~L), 
where p,, pl, X are defined as in (6.4). 

The following lemma identifies Wiener-Hopf factorization indices of the 
rational matrix function ti in terms of matrices from a realization for ti’; for 
the proof we refer to Gohberg, Kaashoek, and Ran (1988). 
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LEMMA 7.1.1. The rational matrix function L@(x) 

factors as 

where 

L@(x) =@_(x)~(x)~+(x), 

555 

defined by (7.1.3) 

(7.1.8) 

@_ ( x ) has no poles or zeros outside 7, including at infinity, (7.1.9) 

W’, ( x) has no poles or zeros inside 9, (7.1.10) 

and 

M 

j-1 

(7.1.11) 

with 

i 

- PjT l<j,<n, 

wj= 0, n+l<j<M-1, 

u M-j+1 M-l+l<j<M, 

in which e1 is a point inside 9, and c2 is a point outside 9. 

Here we note that 

W:‘(x) hasnopolesonC”\(O), (7.1.12) 

since W’, has no poles or zeros inside any 9 satisfying (7.1.6) and (7.1.7). 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Define 

O(x) := ti(+-‘( x))W;‘(+-‘( r)). (7.1.13) 

where W,IV.+, are given as in Lemma 7.1.1 with er = -l/q es = 0. 
To prove (6.11), we will show that W in (7.1.1) and 0 have the same 

C-null-pole subspace. From (7.1.13), 

OR,(Q=)=~o*-‘.~‘T’o~-‘R,(Q=) 

= PO @-‘R,(C), 
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since, by (7.1.12), WY’ 0 $-‘R,(C) = R,(C). Noting that I@0 r+k-’ = W, we 
obtain 

OR,(C) = W&(C). 

Thus, 0 and W have the same C-null-pole triple and, by (7.1.1), 0 has T as 
its C-null-pole triple. 

Combining (7.1.8) and (7.1.13), we get 

O(x) =W_(x)zl(x), 

where 

D(x) =diag(a”j)jM,1.~(~-‘(r)). 

Then, by (7.1.9), 

W_ (x) has no poles or zeros at infinity. 

(7.1.14) 

(7.1.15) 

Moreover, by (7.1.11), 

D(x) =diag(a”j)jM,rdiag [( “;‘!,:(‘“)“jj:_r 

= diag(x”j)y=r. (7.1.16) 

From (7.1.14)-(7.1.16), W(x) is column reduced at infinity with jth column 
index oj. 

To prove (6.131, first we shall show that the reachability indices of 

(prF51x, p,G) and th ose of (ps(Fc - al)-‘(,,~&F~ - aI)-‘G) are the same. 
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Since the reachability indices are defined by (6.5)~(6.71, it is enough to show 

that 

dim ZZj = dim ZZj , j = 1,2 >..., (7.1.17) 

where Ha, Hj are defined by (6.5), (6.6) and 

ti,:=imL, 

j=1,2,... . 

For j=l,2,..., 

fij=(F~-oZ))‘[im(FS-cuZ)‘L+im(FC-aZ)i-lG+ **. +imG] 

c(FC-czZ)-j[im(FS-oZ).iL+imG+ **a +imF[-‘G]. (7.1.18) 

Using a binomial expansion and the Sylvester equation 

LF,- F[L=GH 

repeatedly, it is found that 

im(FC-LuZ)jLcimL+imG+imFSG+ a** +imF{-lG. (7.1.19) 

Plug (7.1.19) into (7.1.18) to get 

Hence, 

dim Hj < dim Hj . 
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To prove the opposite inequality, we apply a binomial expansion to Hj as 
follows: 

H)=imL+imG+ e.3 +imFgj-rG 

cimL+imG+im(F-aZ)G+ a*= +im(F5-,I)‘-‘G; 

equivalently, 

+ . . . +im(F( -crZ)-lG). (7.1.20) 

By applying the Sylvester equation 

repeatedly to the term (Fs - al)-jL, (7.1.20) is reduced to 

Hence, we can conclude that 

dim Hj < dim Hj. 

With the transpose of the pairs (HlkerL,pTF,JkerL) ad (- H(F, - 
aZ)-l(ke,L.pT(F?r - d-‘I kerL), go through the previous argument to prove 
the other half of (6.13). This completes the proof. n 

We close this subsection with a couple of remarks. 

REMARK 7.1.2. 

(a) We point out th t f t a a ac orization of the form (7.1.8) in Lemma 7.1.1 is 
known as a Wiener-Hopf factorization with respect to the contour 9. A 
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related notion is that of Wiener-Hopf factorization at infinity. By this we 
mean a factorization of a regular rational matrix function W in the form 

w(x) =W_(x)D(r)W+(r) (7.1.21) 

where W_ has no poles or zeros at infinity (i.e., W_ is biproper), W, has 
no poles or zeros in C (i.e., W, is unimodular), and D has the form 
D(r)=diag(~“~,...,x “‘MM) for some integers wr Q o2 < . . . < wM. It can be 
shown that Wiener-Hopf factorization indices always exist. Note that a 
rational matrix function W is column reduced at infinity if and only if W has 
a Wiener-Hopf factorization (7.2.21) at infinity with W+(X) E 1. This connec- 
tion implies that the vast literature on Wiener-Hopf factorization can be 
brought to bear on the construction of column reduced rational matrix 
functions. Indeed, our proof of theorem 6.1 is one instance of this; another is 
Gohberg, Lerer, and Rodman (1980), where a form of Theorem 6.1 for the 
polynomial case appears, but expressed in the context of Wiener-Hopf 
factorization at infinity. 

(b) In Gohberg, Kaashoek, and Ran (1988) there are obtained explicit 
realization formulas for the factors W_ and W+. Similarly in Gohberg, 
Kaashoek, and Ran (1990) an explicit realization formula is given for a 
function W satisfying (7.1.1) and (7.1.2). These can be used to present an 
explicit realization formula for the desired function 0 in Theorem 6.1, but 
we do not present the details here. Moreover, a state-space realization for a 
minimal-degree interpolant can be obtained from the realization formula for 
0 [see also Anderson and Antoulas (199O)]. 

7.2. Minimal Possible McMillan Degree of the Solutions 

In this subsection, the rest of the proofs of the main results will be given. 
To prove Theorem 6.2, we need the following notion. If H(x) is a rational 
matrix function. we shall define 

def H( X) := the defect of H(X) 

= the number of poles of H(X) in @” 

-the number of zeros of H(X) in C”. 

It is known that if H(x) is a rational matrix function of full column rank, and 
T(x) is a regular rational matrix function, then 

def(HT) =defH. (7.2.1) 
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For more details about the defect of a rational matrix function, see Fomey 
(1975) or Kailath (1980). 

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let 0 be the rational matrix function described 
in Theorem 6.1 with M = p + m and r of the special form 7’ of (6.14). Also, 
we suppose 7’_ is given by (6.15) and C, := a( F,)U a( F,). 

By Theorem 7.1, Y E R,,,(@,) is a solution of (TRIP) if and only if there 
exist P’ E R pXm(Cg), 0 E R,,,(C,) for which 

Y = (o,,e + O,,Q)(O,,P + a,,Q)-l, (7.2.2) 

where 

O,,P + @a,0 has +_ as its @,-null-pole triple. (7.2.3) 

Without loss of generality, we can assume that P, (J are polynomial matrices. 
In Verghese and Kailath (1979), it is proved that for any rational matrix 

function G and for any 9 E C” there exists a unimodular square matrix 
polynomial V such that G(x)V(x) is column reduced at Q E C”. To construct 
matrix polynomials P,Q satisfying the additional properties (6.18), (6.19) 
from d,o in Theorem 7.1, we shall go through the following steps. 

Step I. 

Step ZZ. 

Find a unimodular matrix V,(x) at every x0 E C \ C, where 

rank 

[ 1 @(x0) <m 

0(x0) 

so that $::: 
[- 1 V,(x) is column reduced at x0. 

Shift the zeros of 
[ 1 i::: V,(x) at x = x0 to infinity: since 

[- 1 %:z: V,(x) is column reduced at x = x0, 
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where D(x) = diag((x - x,$~)~= i and L is a matrix polynomial 
which has no zeros or poles at x = x0. Let 

Then pa, 0, are matrix polynomials having no zeros at x = x0. 
Step ZZZ. Repeat step I and step II until the resulting matrix has no zeros in 

@\@,. 
Step IV. Find a unimodular matrix V(x) so that 

V(x) is column reduced at infinity, 

where 
[- 1 z:“: is the resulting matrix of step III. Let 

I x 

Then (6.16) and (6.19) are straightforward. 
Now we prove (6.17), (6.181, and (6.20). Since V,f i, V *l, D * 1 have no 

zeros or poles in C,, from (7.2.3) we get 

K is the C,-null-pole triple for (O,,P + @a,@. (7.2.4) 

To show (6.181, we shall show that 1 1 1 has no zeros in @. It is enough to 

show that g 
[ 1 

has a zero at 
R mXm(Cg) for 

has no zero in C \ C, from step III and step IV. Suppose 
[ 1 i x,, E Cg. Then there exists a rational matrix function U E 

which 

with 

detU(x,) =O. (7.2.5) 
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Since (7.2.5) implies UR,(@,) g NC,), 
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and therefore 

‘p[ %!l %] %] ~,+,(@,). (72.6) 

By applying Lemma 7.2 to the right-hand side of (7.2.6), we get 

which contradicts (7.2.4); namely, O,,P + O,,Q and cp-r have the same 
C,-null-pole triple. 

To prove (6.20), represent r as 
[ I 

[:I=@[;] (O,,P + O,,(l) -I 

to get, by (7.2.0, 

def([:])=def(@[g]). 

On the other hand, by the definition, 

def(Kl) = Cl)~ 

(7.2.7) 

(7.2.8) 

since the McMillan degree of a rational matrix function is defined to be the 

number of poles in C”, and : [ 1 h as no zeros in C”. From (7.2.7) and (7.2.8), 

S(Y)=6([:])=def(@[g]). (7.2.9) 
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To find the defect of 0 G , remember that (6.17) implies 
[ I 

has no zeros in C, 

and 

@[;I has ([i:],“_) asits@,-polepair. 

But, by our choice of 0 and G , [I they have no zeros or poles on C \ C,. 

Hence, we conclude 

has no zeros in 43, (7.2.10) 

@[E]has([zT],F.,)asitsC-polepair. (7.2.11) 

Moreover, by (6.19) 

= sum of the column indices of 0 

From (7.2.10)-(7.2.12), we conclude that 

I) 
= n, + E yi, 

i=l 

where {rib E m _ are the column indices of 0 i . This completes the proof. n 
[ I 

Proof of Lemma 6.3. Let Q - ’ be any regular m X m rational matrix 
function for which ?_ is a C-null-pole triple for Q - ‘, where 

5_={(H_,F,),(O,O),O}. 
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a=,:=a(F,)Uo(F() 

consists of N points, i.e., Cg = {x~)~ ~ N. Then, by Lemma 7.2, - 

cp(x)[ 0 I,,]@(X) has no poles at x = xk, k E&‘, (7.2.13) 

and 

rank(dxk)[o II@( = m, keg. (7.2.14) 

Since cp(x)[O Z,,]@(x) h as no zeros and poles outside C,, (7.2.13)-(7.2.14) 
tells us that cp(x)[O Z,]@(x) h as m unit invariant factors. Moreover, the 
auxiliary result stated in the beginning of the proof of the second part of 
Lemma 3.10 is true for any trr X n, rational matrix R(x) which satisfies 

rank R( yi) > r, iEk, 

for some points yl,, . . , yk and for a positive integer r. Apply this result to 
R(x) := qo(X)[O Z,]@(X). 

Hence, the columns of c$~(x> of o,(x) can be constructed recursively by 
going through the same argument in the proof of the second part of Lemma 
3.10 with rp(x)[O Z,]@(x) instead of O(r). n 

REMARK. It can be shown that the ij’s (j E n_r) in Lemma 6.3 are 
independent of the choice of cp - ‘. 

To prove Theorem 6.4, we need the following lemma. 

LEMMA 7.2.1. Let R(x) be an n X k rational matrix function of full 

column rank. Then R(x) is column reduced at infinity if and only if for any 

polynomial vector p(x), 

[columnindexofR(r)p(r)]=i:~~~~~o[degpi(r)+y,l, (7.2.15) 

where p,(x) is the i th entry of p(x), and yi is the i th column index of R(x). 
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For the proof, see Theorem 6.3-13 of Kailath (1980). Even though that 
theorem is for a column reduced matrix polynomial R(X), the same tech- 
nique can be used. 

Proof of Theorem 6.4. Let 

PO 
[ I Q. =A,, 

where A, is constructed as in Lemma 6.3. Then every claim of Theorem 6.4 

is clear from Lemma 6.3 except the minimality of B(Ymi”). But the minimal- 
ity of S(Ymin) can be proved in the same way as in Theorem 3.13 with wj 
and Lemma 7.2.1 instead of ~~ and the predictable-degree property of 
column reduced polynomial matrices. W 

Corollary 6.5 is straightforward on noting that the invertibility of L 
implies wj = 0, j Ep + m. 

Theorem 6.6 can be proved in the same way as in Corollary 3.15 with wj, 

n,+o*, n=+w**, Theorem 6.2, and Lemma 6.3 instead of K~, K *, K * *, 

the auxiliary lemma, and Lemma 3.10 respectively. 
By a similar analysis, Corollary 6.7 can be proved. 

8. EXAMPLES 

The first example is a matrix interpolation problem. The data (3.1) are as 
follows: 

x1 = 0, x2=1, xg = 2, q=; ;, ( 1 0 1 Y,=Y,= 1 o . ( 1 
According to (3.3b) the corresponding pair (F, G) is 

10 0 0 0 0 0 ‘10-l 0 
000000 01 o-1 

F= 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 
0 0 0 10 0’ 

G= 
01-l 0 

000020 10 o-1 
\o 0 0 0 0 2) \o 1 -1 0 
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One way of constructing the matrix O(r) in (3.4b) is to set up the reachabil- 
ity matrix of (F,G), 

R(F,G) := [g, g, g, g, *** F5g, F5g, F’g, F”g,] 

E k6”24 

( gi denotes the ith column of G), and compute the linear dependence of its 
columns. These turn out to be 

g, + g, - g2 - g, = 0, 

Fg, - Fg, = 0, 

F2g2 - F”g, -3Fg, +3Fg, +2g3 -2g, = 0, 

F3g, -3F2g, +2Fg, = 0. 

From the above relationships we can write down a column reduced matrix 
O(x): 

i 

-1 0 -x2 +3x -2 x3 -3x2 +2x 

O(x)= 1’ -r 
x2 -3x 0 . 

2 0 
1 ; 0 0 i 

It follows that the reachability indices of (F, G), which are also the column 
indices of O(x), are 

K1 = 0, K2 = 1, Kg = 2, K4 = 3. 

One possibility for the matrix O,(x) of Lemma 3.10 is to include the first and 
the third columns of O(x). The second column is excluded because its 
entries have a common factor, namely x. Therefore the admissible degrees of 
the solutions to the above interpolation problem are all positive integers 
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greater than 2 [see Remark 3.16(a)]. A parametrization of all minimal 
solutions is given by Y mi”(x) = @,(x)@,‘(x), where 

‘-1 -xX2+3x-2 ’ 

-1 x”-3x-x(ax+b) ; 

2+ r(ax + b) 

\ 1 0 I 

the latter expression is a parametrization of all 6,(r) satisfying the require- 
ments of Lemma 3.10. According to (3.6b) the parameters a, b must satisfy 

a+b#-2 and 2a+b#-1. 

All solutions of complexity 3 can be described next using (3.6a), where 

1 0 

0 C?xix”+&x+E 
0 I ax+b ’ 
0 1 I 

dx’+ex+f 0 

0 0 
1 

0 &:E 

Again, according to (3.6b) the five parameters in each case above must satisfy 
the relations 

b#O, 2a+2b+B+h+E#O, 2a+b+4a^+2h+c^fO 

and 

e^z 0, 2d’+2&-d-e-f+O, 4d+26-4d-2e-f#O, 

respectively. 
The second example is a (left) tangential interpolation problem. The data 

(1.1) are 

xr = 0, xs = 1, x3 = 2, 

W,=Y,=(l l), W,=Y,=( 1 l), 

Wa=(O l), Y,=(l 0). 
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The pair (F,G) defined by (4.1) turns out to be 

Using the method described above we obtain 

(0 1 2-x x2-x 

B(r)= 1 0 r-2 0 * 10 0 0 
,o 1 0 0 

I 

Thus the reachability indices are 

K1 = K2 = 0, Kg=l, Kq=2. 

There is a unique solution of minimal complexity 0: 

Ymi”(x) = ; i . ( ) 
All solutions of complexity 1 are parametrized as follows: 

Y(x) = ( 2-x 1 

)( 

ar+b c -l 
x-2+ax+b c 0 ) 1 ’ 

where according to (3.6a) 

The parameters a, b must satisfy (3.6b), i.e. 

b#O, a+b#o, Za+b+O, 

while the parameter c is unconstrained. 
It is interesting to notice the loss of dichotomy which was pointed out in 

Remark 3.16(a), as shown in the above concrete example. In the scaIar case, 
if, with N = 3, the minimal degree is 9 = 0, then according to (2.5), the next 
admissible degree of complexity is N - 9 = 3. In the above example however 
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there is 7to jump between the minimal and the next-to-minimal admissible 

degrees of complexity. 
The third example is on bitangential interpolation. The data (1.1) are 

xr = -1, V,=(O l), Y,=(-2 -1); x,=2, V,=(l 01, Y,=(-1 -2). The 
data (1.4) are 9, = 0, VI = (0 l)‘, 9, = (-2 - 1)‘; 4, = 1, Vs = (1 OI’, 9s = 

(0 - 2)‘. Since (1.7) is not satisfied (i.e., the xi are different from the gj), the 
condition (1.9) is not needed and consequently the construction of 0 can be 
simplified. 

Following (1.12) and (1.14), we define 

H:= -’ -; , F,:= ): f . 
0 

I 
( 1 

,l 0 

The matrix 0 can be constructed as follows. First, construct a 4x4 matrix 
polynomial denoted Na(x), satisfying (3.4b) with I,, Fc, NA instead of 
I,,, F,O. Then, construct a 4 X4 polynomial matrix denoted by D,(x), 
satisfying (3.4b) with I,, F,, I?‘, (Dir)’ instead of ZpN, F, G, 0, where 

fi:= (N,-‘(O)h, N,-‘(l)h,), where H=:(h, h2). 

We are now ready to define 0: 

O(x) := R(x)V(x), 

where R(x) := N,(x)D,‘(x), and V(x) is a unimodular matrix which is 
chosen so that 0 is column reduced at infinity. As it turns out, 

O(x) := 

2 
- 1 2 0 
x 

1 2 2x 
--- x+1 
x x-l x-l 

-1 -x 
0 -- 

x-l x-l 
0 

-1 
0 0 0 

X 
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It follows that the column indices of O(x) are 
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cdl= -1, 02 = 6, o,=o, w,=l. 

In order to find i, and i, in Lemma 6.3, we need to construct a 2 X2 
polynomial matrix 4(x ), satisfying (3.4b), with 

pN=2, F= F,, o=cp, p+m=2. 

This computation provides 

Therefore 

and Lemma 6.3 gives ii = 1, i, = 2, which implies 

By Theorem 6.6 the admissible degrees of complexity are 1,2,3. All solutions 
of McMillan degree 1 are parametrized by 

Ymi”(x) = N(x)D-‘(x), 

where N, D are given by the formula (3.8) with 0 as defined above and 

The parameters (Y and /? must satisfy the conditions (3.6b), i.e., a + 0, 
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cu+p#O,a-@PO, anda+2P#O.Thus 

2 
- a+2/3 
x 

1 2Ca.k) - 
x X--l 

0 -(a+@> 

x-l 
-1 

0 
x 
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In particular, in case cy = 1 and /3 = 0, the minimal solution is a polynomial: 

Ymi”(x) = 1-i” J1). ( 
We conclude this example by checking that the column indices of 0 

coincide with the indices given by (6.13). Indeed, by the solution of the 
Sylvester equation LF, - Fl L = GH, we obtain 

It follows that the matrices defined in (1.15) are as follows: 

Hlk,,L = ( -2 -1 0 l)', &rF?rikerL = O, 

P~F~Ix = - 1, P[G=(O 1 2 1). 

Hence the observability index of the first pair is vi = 1; the same holds true 
for the reachability index of the second pair K~ = 1. As predicted by Theorem 
6.1, the set { - v,,O, 0, K~} is equal to the set of column indices of the rational 
matrix O(x) given above. 
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